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Trip 5 Camilla DeCastro was born on April 20, 1979 in São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil as Alessandro Caetano Kothenborger. She was an actress. She died on July 26, 2005 in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Actress | Grooby Girls Bailey Jay is a transgendered star from Richmond, Virginia. She made a name for herself around 2010; originally using the Row Trap alias. She later adopted the
name Bailey Jay. In 2010, she started her own website to distribute self-produced films and photo shoots. She has worked with Bee... Actress | Venus Lux Fantasies Venus Lux is a two-time winner of the AVN Award for Transsexual Performer of the Year (2015-2016) and a two-time winner of the XBIZ Award for Transsexual Performer of the Year (2014-2015), among two dozen
additional wins and nominations. She entered the adult industry in 2012 after being a talent ... Actress | TS Seduction Mia Isabella was born in 1985 in Chicago, Illinois, USA as Michael Levelle Davis. She's an actress. Actress | Trans XXL Milena Campanelli is an actress. Actress | Tranny Seducers Leticia Vlasak was an actress. She died on March 2, 2011. Actress | Tranny
Surprise Alessandra Leite is an actress. Actress | Bob's Tgirls Natalia Coxx was born in New Orleans, Louisiana, USA. She's an actress. Actress | Bondage Sexy Jade is an actress. Actress | Forbidden Lovers Sarina Valentina was born on October 8, 1988 in Pennsylvania, United States. She's an actress. Actress | Pornstars Love Trannies Naudy Nadia is an actress. Actress |
Tranny Surprise Nicolly Navarro is an actress. Actress | Shemales from Hell Bruna Tavares was born in Magé, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. She's an actress. Actress | She-Male Strokers 54 Ashley George is an actress. Actress | Pornstars Love Trannies Tiffany Starr is an actress. Actress | Carnal Natassia Dreams is an actress and director. Actress | Transen-Lust Mandy was born in
Germany. She's an actress. Actress | Femdom Empire Juliette Stray was born on June 4, 1983 in San Francisco, California, USA. She's an actress. Actress | USA T-Girls Mariam is an actress. Actress | Tranny Surprise Alana Ferreira was born in 1985 in Brazil. She was an actress. She died on May 16, 2019 in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Actress | Shemales from Hell Dartilly Ritiely is an
actress. Actress | Shemale Domination Thays Schiavinato was born on April 20, 1985 in Sao Paulo, Brazil. She's an actress. Actress | Venus-Lux.com Khloe Hart was born Sage Gonzalez. She's an actress. Actress | Whipped Ass Kelly Klaymour is an actress. Actress | Two TGirls 1 Chelsea Marie is an actress. Actress | TS Girls on Top Vol. 3 Korra Del Rio was born on April 27,
1988 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA. She's an actress. Actress | ManyVids Chanel Santini was born on January 7, 1998 in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA. She's an actress and a director. Actress | TS Pussy Hunters Eva Cassini is an actress. Actress | TS Playground Foxxy is an actress. Actress | Two TGirls 1 Casey Kisses is an actress. Actress | Tranny Surprise Bruna
Butterfly is an actress. Actress | Tranny Surprise Juliana Souza was born on January 5, 1991 in Sao Paulo, Brazil. She's an actress. Actress | Grooby Girls Kylie Maria was born on October 10, 1988 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She's an actress. Actress | Trans500.com Isabella Sorrenti was born on December 7, 1988 in the United States. She's an actress. Actress | TS
Babysitters Aspen Brooks was born on August 19, 1997 in Zurich, Switzerland. She's an actress. Actress | Tranny Glory Hole Surprise! Luna Rose is an actress. Actress | TS Massage Vixxen Goddess is an actress. Actress | Snapshot Honey Foxx was born on May 18, 1988 in San Bernardino, California, USA. She is an actress, famous for Snapshot (2016). Actress | Transgender
Babysitters 14 Kimberly Kills is an actress. Actress | TS Playground Eva Lin was born on May 4, 1985 in Manila, Philippines. She's an actress. Actress | Transsexual Activity 2 Vanity was born on July 26, 1973 in Michoacan, Mexico as Pedro Mora Kotero. She's an actress. Actress | TS Seduction Kelli Lox is an actress. Actress | Blackula's Hot Tranny Buffet Sofia Ferreira is an
actress. Actress | Amy Daly Translesbian! Bee Armitage is an actress. Actress | TS Beauties Nina Lawless was born on June 8, 1989 in Mexico City, Mexico. She is a one Actress | Kaitlyn Gender Jonelle Brooks was born on September 11, 1988 in Florida, USA. She's an actress. Actress | TGirls.XXX Neveah Sky is an actress. Actress | TS Seduction Sexy, sensual Puerto Rican
T-Girl Jessica Host began modeling back in 2003, and made her first XXX movie appearance in Joey Silvera's Big Ass Shemale Road Trip 7. She created such a following that Jessica started her own corner online to indulge her fantasies and tease her fans. Born... Actress | Shemale Strokers Jessica Fox was born on January 29, 1989 in Phoenix, Arizona, USA. She's an actress.
Everyone has different kinds of fantasies and kinks and if you watch porn a lot, and love to experience new things, then you would have already seen quite a few scenes with tranny pornstars. Honestly, most of the shemale pornstars are extremely hot, so hot that you wouldn't even be able to tell if they are transgender if they are completely covered. It will be the moment when
they whip out their dicks for the camera as you will figure out what is going on and you will get a nice surprise. Most of the transgender pornstars in the industry right now are doing lots of scenes with both girls and boys. I personally prefer to watch them fuck girls because it combines hardcore sex with sensual lovemaking as you see in lesbian videos, but you might prefer it
otherwise. And since there are lots of tranny pornstars in the industry, I thought it would be a good idea to make an article listing down the hottest from the party. So, to help you watch the best shows, and for my own future reference, I've listed down the hottest transgender pornstars in this article. So, stop wasting any more time and start going through the list because you're
about to discover a ton of awesome content! See also: The hottest lesbian pornstarsHottest Shemale &amp; Tranny Pornstars of 2020!22. Jessica FoxJessica Fox commands attention no matter what scene she's in, and even if there are several girls in one frame, you'd find it really hard not to look at her. The TS sensation has more than 100 porn scenes to her name and she has
done everything, from bottoming for several men to fucking several girls, and she also regularly artists with her fellow shemale pornstars as well as where they take turns sucking each other's cocks and fucking each other's tight assholes. She is also quite active in the industry when she works with several studios, so there's a chance you'll see her perform with your favorite T-girls
as well as your favorite female pornstars pretty soon. Watch Jessica Fox on TransAngels.com!21. Kimberlee At first glance, Kimberlee looks like just another female star because she has got a big buxom body with huge fake, and her face is also pretty with the juicy, juicy lips. But things change when when Start seeing a bulge in her pants and when she takes off her panties to
reveal her hard cock, you will be left stunned. Born in Germany, this wonderful artist has done a lot of scenes, either with guys stretching her tight assholes, or with other tranny pornstars and all these scenes are definitely worth a watch! Watch KimberLee on TransAngels.com!20. FoxxyFoxxy is one of the industry's veterans as she has been shooting porn scenes since 2003, and
she has gone from teen to becoming the sultry MILF that we see today. Ever since her debut, she has regularly released new scenes by working with the best studios in the industry and together with the best artists. Not only has she been blessed with an amazing body, but she also has a large, round prey that may be the result of her Latin ancestry. If you like to watch dominant
MILFs get submissive and get buttfucked by younger guys, then you have to watch Foxxy. However, she is not always submissive because she makes several videos where she is the one who does everything fucking! Watch Foxxy on TransAngels.com!19. Annabelle LaneAnnabelle Lane is in the business since 2016 and has appeared in dozens of scenes over the years. I
haven't seen her previous videos that much, but I've seen a few and she's gotten a lot hotter lately as she got her breasts enlarged giving her a sexier look. She looks amazing with her pale skin, she has several tattoos in all the right places, and she has juicy lips that look amazing when wrapped around a throbbing cock. And she absolutely loves sucking on huge cocks because
she seems to enjoy herself during blowjob pieces in all her videos! Look at Annabelle Lane at TransAngels.com!18. Khloe KayKhloe Kay is one of the most active shemale pornstars in the industry right now, and unlike some artists, she is open to being both dominant and submissive in her scenes. There are videos where she gets her ass pounded by huge dicks, and there are
scenes where she is the one who takes responsibility and fucks her husband. In addition, she also performs with other tranny pornstars regularly, and also fucks tons of girls to feel the inside of her wet pussies. So, if you're one of the hot transexual artists, then you definitely need to check out Khloe Kay's scenes! Watch Khloe Kay on TransAngels.com!17. Alexa ScoutThis busty
star made her debut in the industry as soon as she turned 18, and has already performed in dozens of videos for the best studios. What makes Alexa Scout one of the best tranny pornstars is that she is a self-proclaimed pansexual because she loves having sex with everyone, no matter what their gender or gender identity is, and that's one of the reasons why her
accomplishments are so good. Not only does this Latina princess take good care of how she looks, but she also Good care of her partner by sucking on her dicks in the sloppiest way in order to provide proper lubrication for easy entry into her tight asshole! Watch Alexa Scout on TransAngels.com!16. Venus LuxUnlike other shemale pornstars on this list who happen to be mostly
white, here is someone who comes from the Asian heritage. Venus Lux has been in the business for a long time and has had the opportunity to fuck a ton of people, including some of the hottest female pornstars over the years. She has a good figure, with well proportioned and tight breasts, and long, smooth legs. Also, she is also a two-time recipient of XBIZ's and AVN's
Transsexual Performer of the Year award who talks lots of how awesome her performances must be! Watch Venus Lux on TransAngels.com!15. Aspen BrooksIf you are into tall and dominant pornstars, and if you also like transgender pornstars, then you will love watching Aspen Brooks and her performances. The brunette stands at over 6 feet tall, has a rocking Amazonian
figure, a big cock and is the proud owner of one of the best pairs of tits I've seen on a shemale porn star. She has been in the adult business since she was 19 years old and has made a name for herself by dominating both men and women. And, she's the one who makes all the fucking that she loves to bury her thick dick deep within a tight asshole, so if you want to watch a
tranny perfomer fucking guys and girls, then you have to watch her videos! Watch Aspen Brooks on TransAngels.com!14. Sarina ValentinaI would say that Sarina Valentina is probably one of the most popular tranny pornstars because I have seen a lot of people recommending her videos on several websites. In fact, she was one of the first pornstars I saw when I discovered
transgender. So, it's only natural that I would include her in this list because she's definitely worth watching. She is blessed with a buxom figure and with big, fake, she manages to look even stunning. But it's her juicy lips that are her most attractive feature because seeing they wrapped around a thick cock is a sight worth seeing! Watch Sarina Valentina on TransAngels.com!13.
Kayleigh CoxxThis petite blonde beauty loves to have her stretched with a big dick because she is always the one who receives a good, hard pounding in all her videos. Whether she's paired with a man or with another tranny artist, she's always one in the receiving position, or on all of her four, as her partner keeps pounding her asshole until they cum. However, that's not all that
Kayleigh Coxx has done because she has worked with several female pornstars as well and she knows how to fuck a wet pussy to climax. Also, the blue-eyed babe looks pretty feminine, has a slim figure and amazing too, so you shouldn't her videos because they are literally really good. Good. Kayleigh Coxx at TransAngels.com!12. Natassia DreamsShe is the only ebony star on
this list and she deserves all the recognition she can get! Natassia Dreams has one of the best bodies in, with velvety skin and long legs. She works in the adult industry since 2004 and has also earned herself the TEA's Lifetime Achievement Award for her insane performances. But that's not all that this ebony babe is known for as she is also runway model where she shows off
gorgeous couture wrapped around her hot body. Watch Natassia Dreams on TransAngels.com!11. Daisy TaylorIf there is any shemale star on this list that confuses me, then it's Daisy Taylor! I mean just look at the picture above and tell me if she hides a cock in her pants. You can't, can you? She looks as feminine as any other girl and she is wonderful er than most of the
pornstars in the industry; so it's only natural that we would put her in the list of the best tranny pornstars of the year. If you're looking for her videos, then you'll have to move on over at Pornhub where she has her own channel and releases some of the greatest content you'd ever watch! Watch Daisy Taylor on TransAngels.com!10. Jessy DubaiNow we're getting into great stuff
with the introduction of Jessy Dubai as we will be watching some of the most popular, and wonderful, shemale pornstars in the industry. The amazing Latina artist has been in the business for quite some time now and has become a top choice for several directors. She loves to fuck and doesn't bother to hide her appetite for sex, and it shows in her videos. Whether it's stretching
guys' assholes, or fucking hot women until they cry out from pleasure, or get their own asshole stretched with a huge dick while she stroked her cock, she's done it all and she doesn't want to stop yet. It's her imagination to be surrounded by cism, ciswomen, transmen and transwomen for a giant orgy where all of them are intent on fucking her, and that tells us a lot about how
much she loves having sex! Watch Jessy Dubai on TransAngels.com!9. Ella HollywoodShe is one of the newest tranny porn stars in the porn industry that debuted in late 2018, and then went on to perform dozens of scenes in 2019. So it won't be a stretch to say that Ella Hollywood is here to stay and we will see a lot of her scenes this year as well. Shemale pornstar looks pretty
cute, and if she doesn't take off her underwear to show off her cock, you might think she's a ciswoman. Not only does she look cute, she has also got a submissive nature because she is young and she has a petite body with perky, tiny tits and that's why we see her getting fucked by both guys as well as girls! Watch Ella Hollywood on TransAngels.com!8. Natalie MarsNatalie Mars
is one of the few tranny pornstars still still undergone any breast enhancement and decided to stay as they are, and I really appreciate it! Over the years she has delivered some really great content – whether it was fucking guys or girls, or being fucked by guys or girls – and has earned lots of award nominations. Aside from the normal sex scenes that you can enjoy, she also loves
bondage and BDSM fucking and you can find a number of her scenes on Kink.com where she takes complete control for hours of sodomy sessions, or get her asshole fucked by huge dildos. Watch Natalie Mars on TransAngels.com!7. Korra Del RioKorra Del Rio has undergone a kind of makeover lately because she looks a lot different now than she did in her previous videos.
She's got her breasts improving, her body looks amazing and she's looking a lot more feminine right now, in my opinion, then she looked like before. And as she has become quite active in the industry, releasing new videos regularly, she immediately becomes one of the best transgender pornstars of the year. The petite brunette is submissive by nature which means she loves
getting pounded hard by big cocks and most of her scenes feature her with a rock hard dick in her tight ass! Watch Korra Del Rio on TransAngels.com!6. Casey KissesCasey Kisses got into the industry quite recently compared to the other names on this list, but she became an instant sensation thanks to her looks and her amazing performance. She was a webcam girl before her
transition to hardcore where she had thousands of fans, so she knew she had to give her fans much more erotic stuff. That's when she made her debut by starring in a tgirl-on-tgirl video along the corra del rio side and she was immediately hooked. The rest is history as the busty blonde went on to perform for some of the best studios and fuck the best talent the industry has to
offer. She is also both submissive and dominant by nature and it depends on who she works with to bring one or both of these sides out! Watch Casey Kisses on TransAngels.com!5. Jane MarieJane Marie made her debut in the industry when she was 19 years old, but she soon took a break to focus on other things. While she was on break, this Texas native got more tattoos,
piercings and worked on making her body more flexible and then made a comeback to to show her fans how amazing she has become. What I really like about her is that she looks really feminine and if you cover her cock, you won't even be able to guess that she has one tucked into her panties. Having a wonderful body, one of the best pairs of in the business, and her love for
taking a big dick deep within her has made her one of the best shemale pornstars of the year, and someone like you should check out! Watch Jane Marie on TransAngels.com!4. Bailey JayIf you do some research to learn more about about pornstars, then you would find out that Bailey Jay is quite popular and is, probably, one of the most recognizable faces in the industry, and I'm
not one to argue! The brunette pornstar looks stunning, with a mixture of innocence and sluttiness added to her personality. Also, she has a great figure, which is quite voluptuous, and has one of the biggest pairs of I've seen on a shemale artist. She's been active in the industry for a long time, and has her own website too, but you can find most of her videos on Pornhub Premium
and see just why she's so damn popular! Watch Bailey Jay on Pornhub Premium!3. Domino PresleyIf you've been a fan of tranny pornstars, then you might already know about Domino Presley as she's one of the best of the lot! The brunette star was a drag queen in her teens, but she soon decided to dive head-first into the adult industry and has since been active in the industry
since 2010. After watching several of her videos, it's pretty clear that she loves getting her dick sucked because she gets it done in all her videos. However, that doesn't mean she's the dominant person in her videos because she loves a big cock in her ass as much as she loves a mouth on her dick, but there are times when she has taken control and buried her dick in the guy's
asshole too! Watch Domino Presley on TransAngels.com!2. Chanel SantiniNow here is a star that you will definitely love! I can say this with a guarantee that Chanel Santini is one of the best transgender pornstars of all time and she has proven that in just a few years of being in the business. She debuted in as soon as she turned 18, back in 2016; and 3 years later, she fucked
more people than you or I ever could in our lifetime. She has done double-anal penetration scenes, gangbang scenes, bondage and BDSM scenes and she has also fucked some of the hottest female pornstars including Adriana Chechik and Angela White. Watching her videos, you can tell that she loves to experiment and experience new things because in one video, she gets
down on her knees to suck a big cock before she gets a rough pounding; while in the second video, she buries her dick in her partner's mouth and then in their. If you ask me, I would recommend you to watch her videos where she is paired with girls because they are really fucking hot! Watch Chanel Santini on TransAngels.com!1. Aubrey KateWhen I first saw her in one of her
videos, I didn't really think that Aubrey Kate was a transgender because she looks as feminine as any other girl; but then she whipped out her cock and I just sat there everyone surprised! But I must admit that her achievements are always of the highest quality, as evidenced by the tons of awards she has won over the years; And she looks amazing like, she has become of the
best best pornstars through the ages. With her blonde hair, a rocking figure, great tits and ass, she has managed to mesa out a niche for herself and has had the opportunity to work with the best studios in the industry and fuck some of the sexiest female artists as well. Watch Aubrey Kate on TransAngels.com!What are your favorite transgender pornstars of 2020? So, this was
the complete list of the hottest tranny pornstars in the industry right now. However, I'm sure you might have some suggestions to make this list even better because there are several shemale pornstars that I haven't covered. If you think any other star deserves to be on this list, then don't hesitate to release your comments below and let me know about them. I may have forgotten
about them while writing this article, so I will take a look at your suggestions and add them as needed in the next update. Until then, let me know the list of your favorite shemale pornstars! Pornstars!
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